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Turning Space Inside Out: Spatial History and Race in Victorian Victoria

John S. Lutz, Patrick A. Dunae, Jason Gilliland, Don Lafreniere, and Megan Harvey

In describing Rachel Whiteread’s sculpture ‘House,’ cultural geographer Doreen Massey inadvertent-ently captured what we propose to do with this research project: “it turns space inside out ... it exposes the private sphere to public view and thereby to questioning and understanding.”

Whiteread made concrete casts of the inside of an archetypal London row house which was being prepared for demolition; when the buildings came down, the outside disappeared and what had once been empty space had become solid. Her sculpture (Fig. 1.1) was an interpretive act of an artist fixing a space in time.

Like Whiteread, we too want to “turn space inside out” and interpret the relationship of space to time as we build a spatial history of race between 1861 and 1911 in one of the key nodes of the British Empire at the peak of its power. Building a spatial history using the tools of the scholar “not only creates the possibility of history becoming more collaborative,” observed Richard White, “it virtually necessitates it.” This project is an exemplar of this necessity. Since 2007, an interdisciplin-ary team of cultural historians, urban geographers, and GIS technicians, both faculty and students, have been creating and utilizing historical GIS to “expose the private sphere to public view” to get
dominant interpretation of racism in British Columbia history.

This chapter illustrates some of that promise by presenting new conclusions about how race was created and experienced and documenting some of the “aha! moments” when never-before-seen patterns jumped off the computer screen and reframed our historical understanding. For example, in the early phase of this long-term project we have dispelled the myth of Chinatown as a Forbidden City and have documented the “vanishing” of Indigenous people from the city of Victoria between 1861 and 1911.

As a contribution to interdisciplinary collaboration, we also reflect on four interrelated challenges: 1) spatializing historical censuses and other data to exact street addresses over a forty-year period when for part of the era no street addresses existed; 2) working with multiple partial data sets including census, directories, tax assessments, photographs, and fire insurance plans; 3) adding “discourse analyses” to GIS mapping; and, finally, 4) transcending disciplinary boundaries.

CONCEPTS

For the cultural historian of race, the addition of spatial analysis offers a unique opportunity to empirically test conclusions inferred from the study of text. Such testing is rarely performed but is particularly useful when it comes to studying sensitive topics such as race, where a key problem is that people do not always say what they mean and what they say is not always what they do. What we currently believe about the history of racism in Canada is based on what
social elites said in the press, the courts, and government. Relatively little is known about the lived experience of race, either among the articulate minority or the largely silent majority. In this research project, we use census data and GIS to spatialize the lived experience of race and test it against the public discourse.

Thanks in large measure to the growing appreciation of the insights of Henri Lefebvre alongside Michel Foucault’s metaphor of “archaeologies,” the humanities have taken what some have called the “spatial turn” in the last decade or so.5 Lefebvre’s key insight was that space is a social product, created and made to seem real by everyday social practices. “Space,” he wrote, “is permeated with social relations; it is not only supported by social relations, but it is also producing and produced by social relations.”6 Foucault, with his metaphor of archaeologies of knowledge, has provided a language to explore knowledge spatially, while his related work has influenced an earlier “cultural turn” in history, which focused specifically on the ways in which knowledge and power are seen as constituted through discourse. Race, in particular, is seen by scholars in this tradition as a system created by European writers who created a classification that placed themselves at the top and authorized themselves to seize the land, resources, and, in some cases, the bodies of others lower on their scale.7

There is already a rich post-colonial literature that focuses on the discursive practices of racism and colonialism.8 Another growing literature looks empirically at how race was spatially deployed in different urban contexts using census and geographic information systems and a variety of complex measures.9 Our project hopes to inaugurate a literature connecting the two and testing the assumptions of the one against the other.

In British Columbia, the research on race and racism assumes that race “trumped class” as the ‘primal line’ that segmented populations and that the primary focus of immigrants was to create a ‘White Man’s province.’10 But historians have taken the pronouncements on race in the media and government documents as describing racial relations on the ground. They have not had the tools to seriously investigate how extensively ‘popular attitudes’ about race were shared. We do not yet know how people lived their racial pronouncements nor how or if elite racial ideas were shared by the wider population. This disjuncture between what we claim to know and how people lived is understandable in the context of the sources that have, until now, been available to study race. Only the elite have left writings for posterity, and even when they recorded voices of ordinary citizens, in trial transcripts for example, these are filtered and reformulated. In their attempt to expose and excavate the racism of the period, scholars have read the papers looking for evidence of racist language, and they found what they were looking for.

We have taken two steps that diverge from this model. First, we ask what race meant in Victorian Canada by exploring how it was lived and experienced spatially in the city of Victoria. Focusing on space allows us to get at one important aspect about how race was lived. Equipped with Canadian census data spatially referenced within a historical Geographic Information System (GIS), we have begun to survey the main streets and back alleys and open up the garrets and lavish parlours of Victorian Victoria in order to determine the extent to which personal lives and private spaces were
organized by race in Victoria between 1861 and 1911. With GIS, we can determine physical space occupied and the relative proximity of different racial groups in a precise way. Second, this project takes advantage of the availability of recently digitized newspapers to search, not only for negative commentary on racialized groups, but for all commentary in order to give a fuller picture of the nature of racial discourse. By combining these two modes of analysis, we can answer new questions about the nature of those life-spaces as well as if, and how, changes in colonial society and discourse restructured those worlds.

Victoria (Fig. 1.2) is an ideal location to explore these ideas. Urbanist Jane Jacobs observed: “It was in outpost cities that the spatial order of imperial imaginings was rapidly … realised,” and, as recent work by Penelope Edmonds and Renisa Mawani has shown, such settler-cities have distinctive patterns and morphologies. Moreover, racism is not just an historic phenomenon here or elsewhere. We live every day with the legacy of the period we are interested in.

Victoria, although unique in many respects, was like other imperial centres in that it was “a site of contradiction between a persistent localism and the context … of a global empire.” Despite public attempts to be “more English than the English,” with its gentlemen’s clubs, teas at the Empress Hotel, and a city newspaper proudly named “The British Columbian,” Victoria was in fact a place of inter-racial mingling, cohabitation, miscegenation, and hybridity – a meeting place of indigenous people and diverse immigrant groups. From our work to date we know that Caucasians not only lived and worked alongside Chinese, Black, Hawaiian, and Indigenous peoples, they slept with, married, and raised children and chickens with them. This raises the question: did Victorian British Columbians ‘live race’ the way elites talked about race?
New Insights I: Vanishing Indians

One of the key ways in which the spatialization of data has changed our thinking about the settler colonies lies in the ability to map where each individual person lived and to observe who they lived with. This provides a unique lens into how the city of Victoria worked as a site of settler colonialism. The seed of the city was the Hudson's Bay Company Fort Victoria, established near several Indigenous communities in 1843. Many of the nearby Indigenous people relocated to live beside the fort within a few years of its completion, and they vastly outnumbered the settler population well into the next decade. In addition to the local people, Indigenous people from all over the west coast, from Puget Sound to Alaska, began in the late 1840s to make seasonal visits to trade and work in Victoria. Several thousand of these visiting native people would camp seasonally in shanty towns on the edge of Victoria, a village which, until 1858, could count its settler population in the hundreds.¹⁴

When we compared the maps of the 1850s and 60s with our georeferenced census in the GIS showing where Aboriginal people lived in the period 1881–1911, we were shocked by what we saw. The Indigenous people living in what is now Victoria, who had numbered in the thousands in the 1840s to early 1860s, had vanished by 1901.

In 1861, there were three Indigenous “communities” in what is now Victoria: the Songhees Indian Reserve located across the harbour from the booming town, the shanty towns of migrant workers around Victoria, which ballooned in the summer and dwindled in the winter, and the Indigenous residents of the town itself. A visitor to Victoria recorded that year that “Indians ... are seen everywhere throughout the town – in the morning carrying cut wood for sale; the women, baskets of oysters, clams etc.... In his account of Victoria in the 1860s, Edgar Fawcett emphatically stated: "Indians performed all the manual labor."¹⁵ In April 1862, the British Colonist reported that "the Indians have free access to the town day and night. They line our streets, fill the pit in our theatre, are found at nearly every open door during the day and evening in the town; and are even employed as servants in our dwellings, and in the culinary departments of our restaurants and hotels."¹⁶

Victoria in the 1840s to 1860s was very much an Indian town, but the nominal data in a municipal census taken in 1871, the year British Columbia joined Canada, suggests the situation had changed (see Table 1.1).¹⁷

The census was a limited one, just capturing the head of household by name, the number of adults by race in the household, the number of children by gender, and occasionally a street name to identify residence location. We can see that adult urban Victoria was 10 per cent Aboriginal, 5 per cent coloured, 7 per cent Chinese, and 78 per cent white. There were 45 per cent more Aboriginal women than Aboriginal men, largely reflecting the Indigenous wives or common-law wives of white settlers and a number of sex trade workers. Of the 1,083 households enumerated, sixty-six contained only Aboriginal people, and another thirty-six contained white males and Aboriginal females. There were thirty-six native women living in households with no men. Of these Indigenous urbanites, a third came from Fort Rupert on Northern Vancouver Island, a third from Haida Gwaii (Queen Charlotte Islands) and the remainder from eleven other First Nations.
that part of the town exclusively inhabited by Indians.” By the time Boas arrived, the native quarter had shifted north from Johnson Street, away from town centre to Herald Street (Fig. 1.4) and was significantly reduced in size. The federal census of 1881 shows 172 people whose origin is listed as “Indian” in the three wards that make up urban Victoria, of which 122, or 71 per cent lived in the “Johnson Street Ward,” which included Herald Street, forty-one in the James Bay Ward, and two in the Yates Street Ward. The census showed sixteen mixed-race families with an Indigenous wife and non-Indigenous husband, twelve of those in the Johnston Street Ward. Another 180 Indians resided on the Songhees reserve.

While the 1891 federal census did not ask questions about race, origin, and ethnicity, we are lucky in Victoria to have an 1891 municipal census that does. The Municipal Check Census was initiated because Victorians believed they had been under-enumerated by the federal census. The municipal census counted over 23,000 people compared to the federal count of 16,841. The Municipal Census recorded 377 Indigenous people in Victoria – only 1.6 per cent of the population. The Indian Quarter was still centred on Herald Street, but the

| Table 1.1 Victoria Municipal Census 1871 |
| (Does not include Indians living on the Songhees Reserve) |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>White Males</th>
<th>White Females</th>
<th>Chinese Males</th>
<th>Chinese Females</th>
<th>Coloured Males</th>
<th>Coloured Females</th>
<th>Native Males</th>
<th>Native Females</th>
<th>Children</th>
<th>All races</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No.</td>
<td>1716</td>
<td>1188</td>
<td>219</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>1231</td>
<td>4933</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percent of Adults</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fig. 1.3. Victoria 1860 showing Johnson and Herald Streets. (Adapted from “Victoria District,” 1860, B.C. Land Title and Survey Authority, 28T2.)

Fig. 1.4. Herald and Chatham Streets, 1891, from fire insurance plan “Victoria, B.C.” (Charles Goad and Company [Montreal, 1891]. Courtesy of Royal B.C. Museum, BC Archives.)
Fig. 1.5. Location of residences by race, Victoria, 1901. Source: Canada Census, 1901. Also available on viHistory.ca.
municipal census also notes an Indian camp on Store Street (Fig. 1.6).²²

When the next census was taken in 1901, questions about race and “colour” were asked. The number of those who identified their race as North American Indian in Victoria had dropped to only fifty-three people (and, of these, twenty-seven were living on sealing ships in the harbour). Actual residents included only nineteen “North American Indian” women and six men living in the city of Victoria outside of the Songhees reserve. Only seven were living in mixed-race families. Added to the North American Indians, another 153 were classified as of the “red colour,” apparently meaning they had at least one Indigenous ancestor. In total, “red people” were a mere 1 per cent of the population of the city (Fig. 1.5). Johnson Street, which had been Victoria’s Indian Street in the 1860s, was by 1901 a white commercial district. Fires that broke out in the Indian and Chinese quarter in August 1904 and July 1907 finished the clearances.²³ In 1901, the Indian Agent recorded 101 Indians on the Songhees reserve. Taking the reserve population and all the North American Indians in the city, the Indigenous population of Victoria had declined 80 per cent in the half-century since the 1850s.

By 1911, even the Indian Reserve was gone — relocated outside the urban boundaries. Since the 1860s, efforts had been made to relocate the Indian Reserve on Victoria Harbour, and
Fig. 1.7. Number of Aboriginal Individuals and Mixed Race Families in Victoria, 1871–1911. Source: viHistory.ca from Victoria municipal censuses 1871 and 1891 and federal censuses, 1881, 1901, and 1911. (Department of Indian Affairs, Annual Reports, 1879, 1891, 1901, 1911.) 1871 does not include Indigenous children; mixed race families not available for 1891.

Fig. 1.8. Herald Street, 1907. (From Insurance Plan of Victoria, BC, 1903 [revised 1907]; Charles Goad and Company [Montreal and Toronto, 1907]. Courtesy of Royal B.C. Museum, B.C. Archives.)
finally in 1910 an agreement was reached with the Songhees and the federal and provincial governments. By the time of the 1911 census, only three Indian families still lived on the site of the former reserve (Fig 1.7), and only one family of four whose racial ancestry was indicated as North American Indian lived in the city itself (Fig. 1.8). With three Indigenous sealers recorded on ships and one Native woman married to an Englishman, out of the total population of Victoria of 28,500 those with a racial ancestry as North American Indian only counted as nineteen in 1911 or less than one tenth of one per cent of the population. The Indians had vanished.

New Insights II: The un-Forbidden

Victoria’s Chinatown is perhaps the most striking symbol of racial space in the history of the city. Canada’s oldest Chinatown was established in the colonial era and is traditionally seen as a racially segregated ghetto, an enclave that provided Chinese residents with a refuge from the hostility they routinely endured from the surrounding white community. It was regarded as a “Forbidden City,” an inscrutable place closed to outsiders. But through the use of our historical GIS we upset some longstanding assumptions about Chinese space in the city and the interactions between Chinese and non-Chinese residents. An historical GIS of Victoria’s Chinatown, focusing on the year 1891 and derived from spatially referenced records, challenges and contradicts assumptions that have been derived mainly from narrative records. We are not disputing the prevalence of racial prejudice during the period, but our evidence suggests that the virulent rhetoric of racism evident in traditional sources – such as Royal Commission reports on Chinese immigration and newspaper accounts of anti-Chinese labour agitators – may not have been actualized on the ground. From our GIS perspective, the alleged gulf between East and West in Victoria was not nearly as pronounced as historians have averred. Our research reveals a Chinatown that was a transactional community, predominantly but not exclusively Chinese.

In many ways, we are exploring new terrain, but in other respects we are following lines of inquiry that geographers and historians delineated in the 1970s, when they began making connections, in David Cannadine’s memorable phrase, between “shapes on the ground” and “shapes in society.” Of course, we are also informed by a newer generation of historians and social scientists who have drawn upon social and cultural theory and theoretical concepts of spatiality in historical cities. In practice, we are following the lead of Sherry Olson, whose pioneering work on nineteenth-century Montreal is a model of spatial history and building on the expertise that our team mates developed while constructing an historical GIS of London, Ontario.

Our historical GIS of Victoria revealed trends and phenomena that we had not expected from the existing literature. By mapping the location of the Chinese and others, we were struck by the fact that Chinatown – far from a “Forbidden City” – was a porous multi-ethnic community. The time-spaces that are captured in the historical GIS of Victorian Victoria’s Chinatown show a neighbourhood that was not all Chinese (Fig. 1.9). With a quarter of the population not Chinese, we have to start to question the idea of a forbidden city.
Fig. 1.9. Victoria population, 1891, showing residences of Chinese and non-Chinese. Source: Canada Census, 1891 with addresses provided by the City of Victoria 1891 Check Census in the BC Archives (Add Mss 1908) and Williams’ Illustrated Official British Columbia Directory for the Cities of Victoria, Vancouver, Nanaimo and New Westminster, 1892 compiled by the firm of R. T. Williams of Victoria. The directory was compiled in the fall of 1891. Both the census and directory are available online at www.vihistory.ca.
When we linked the tax records to the map, it revealed that 60 per cent of Chinatown lots and buildings were owned by white Victorians, who offered long-term leases to Chinese restaurant operators, launderers, boarding house keepers, merchants, and manufacturers (Fig. 1.10). Property owners in Chinatown included prominent figures, such as Joseph Carey, a land surveyor and former mayor, and Amor de Cosmos, a journalist and politician who opposed Chinese immigration twenty years earlier. Spatializing the census data allows us to see that several of the streets in the neighbourhood were heterogeneous, with white workers living beside Chinese shops, Indigenous women living with white men and between Chinese families. When we also map where the Chinese lived outside Chinatown, we see a city in which Chinese lived in every neighbourhood, including the wealthiest, where they worked in the homes and gardens. Our findings suggest that Chinatown witnessed daily ebbs and flows of both Chinese and Euro-Canadian settlers as they exchanged goods, services, and cultural events with one another.

**New Insights III: Adding talk to space**

The surprises of the vanishing Indians and the un-forbidding Chinatown are significant in their own right, but they also open up new questions of how to explain what we can now see. And, like the result of any inquiry, they ought to be tested against other forms of evidence that might challenge or confirm them. One such check on the idea of the “un-forbidden city” is to see if the public discussion about...
race verifies the patterns of spatial relationships. Michel Foucault asked historians to map “discursive practices in so far as they give rise to a corpus of knowledge” about race, among other things. Drawing on Foucault in part, but more substantively on the work of Teun Van Djik and Margaret Wherelland Jonathan Potter, we wanted to see if “mapping the language of racism” would support the conclusions of our maps of racial space.32

When it comes to understanding public discourse about race, we have some excellent studies. Thinking primarily about the discourse around the Chinese in British Columbia, the work of Patricia Roy is foremost among them, but others like Renisa Mawani, Kay Anderson, David Lai, and Peter Ward have greatly added to our knowledge.33 These scholars have done the hard work of reading newspapers, government documents, and, to a lesser degree, private manuscripts and have found them full of racist rhetoric. British Columbia, they found, was a racist society: white British Columbians looked down on Chinese; racism seemed to get worse over the last half of the nineteenth century, and, starting in the late 1870s, it manifested itself in discriminatory legislation against the Chinese.

The evidence from our GIS mapping suggested that the racial landscape in Victoria was more nuanced and racial boundaries more porous than standard historical accounts have indicated. To test these conclusions and look for an explanation, we turned to the discourse. The advent of fully digitized newspapers offered another methodology that was not previously possible. We reasoned that, if we systematically searched for all mentions of Chinese and examined the context, instead of just the negative references, we would get a fuller view of racial discourse than earlier textual studies have given.

As a check on our conclusions drawn from the GIS, we sampled the major colonial/provincial paper, the British Colonist, in the decades 1861 to 1911, coinciding in the later period with census years. We read every word in every paper from a two-week period in the spring and a two-week period in the fall, a sample of 8 percent in the chosen years. We identified every mention of Chinese or any synonym and did a close reading to identify the context of the reference: was it an editorial or an advertisement? Was the subject labour, crime, or disease? In addition, we coded the references as negative, neutral, or positive, a reflection on whether they were actively engaged in shifting the discourse to a more negative or positive portrayal of the Chinese. If neither, we assumed that the author did not choose at that time to push or reinforce elements of the discourse, leaving it instead to interact with the reader’s existing ideas of “Chineseness.”34

At the most basic level, we wanted to see what terminology was used to describe the Chinese and to see if these were negatively loaded, neutral, or positive, and if they changed over time. We can demonstrate this numerically but the impact is clearer using the conversion algorithms of Wordle, a text-mapping application that displays the size of a word as a representation of its relative frequency of use.35 We found, to our surprise, that the national term “China” or “Chinese” was used much more frequently than negatively charged synonyms like “Chinaman,” “coolie,” or others (Fig. 1.11). By comparison, negative terms almost never occurred.

At the next level, we wanted to determine the parts of the paper (news, editorials,
used. The discourse around the Chinese was overwhelmingly neutral: it did not try to move public opinion or reinforce either negative or positive views (Fig. 1.13).

Even at this surface level, the mapping of racial talk in the newspapers offers a confirmation of some of the conclusions suggested by our historical GIS research and a partial explanation for the openness of Chinatown. Where there was charged language, the preponderance of the negative supports the conclusions of earlier scholars that this was a society structured by race in which the white

Fig. 1.11. Wordle figure showing terms for Chinese in the British Colonist; sample weeks, 1861–1910, with size proportional to frequency of occurrence.

Fig. 1.12. Frequency of references to Chinese (all synonyms) in the British Colonist; sample weeks, 1891.
immigrants worked to maintain a hierarchy that put them at the top. However, the relative lack of any charged language and the apparent success of both Chinese and white merchants in selling Chinese goods to the colonial population suggests a vibrant transactional space where Chinese and other Victorians frequently met and exchanged goods and services in a regime more structured by the impersonal relations of capitalism than the embodied and personal relationships of race. The presence of both positive and negative references suggests competing ideas of Chineseness among the immigrant elite of the colony. Here we can only hint at the complexity of the analyses, but the key point is that the discourse describes a racial and commercial regime totally consistent with the un-forbidden city, in which Chinese and white lived, worked, and shopped alongside each other, just as they bought and sold from each other. On occasion, they shared the same amusements (Fig. 1.14).
**CHALLENGES: BUILDING AN HISTORICAL GIS**

There are numerous obstacles to trans-disciplinary scholarship, including learning and effectively using new methods, finding data that can be reliably analyzed through different disciplinary tools, and joining disparate data sets. Methodologically, we faced numerous challenges in building an historical GIS with data that was often not easily spatialized. We drew on a large pool of data that we began assembling several years ago for an online digital archive of Vancouver Island called viHistory. The viHistory website was developed as a joint initiative by the University of Victoria and Vancouver Island University and was launched in 2001.37

Thanks to the work of the Canadian Families Project and the Canada Century Infrastructure Project and the ongoing development of the viHistory Project, we have the complete federal census for Victoria digitized for 1881, 1891, 1901, and 1911, as well as municipal censuses for 1871 and 1891. To these we have linked directory entries for the corresponding years and tax assessments in 1891 and 1901. We know a lot about everyone the census caught (and even about those whom it didn’t38), including their race, family composition, who their neighbours were, what their jobs and religion were, and even in 1901 and 1911, income and weeks of employment. Such a detailed, individual-level, and long-run data set in digital form allows a wide range of inquiries into the lives of Victorians.

The Dominion census was designed so that one person was identified as the head of the household with other residents being assigned relative positions, such as such as wife of head, son of head, lodger, and so forth. Census households or families were numbered consecutively so that census family number 2 was next to census family 1, and physically located in space between 1 and 3. By connecting the head of a census household to a polygon, we were able to map everyone in that household. The census information in 1901 and 1911 included addresses, so linking people to their home spaces required a digitized map of cadastral lots for the period. We started with a modern GIS base map, generously provided by a local government authority, the Capital Regional District [CRD] of Victoria, and geo-referenced archival maps to it.39 By digitally scanning and geo-referencing these cartographic records to a modern cadastre of the city, we were able to establish property boundary lines with precision.40 Contemporary fire insurance plans, drawn to a scale of one inch to fifty feet, provided information about addresses, streets, buildings, land use, urban infrastructure, and utilities. Conveniently for us, nineteenth-century fire maps of Victoria also often indicate occupancy and, reflecting some of the discriminatory attitudes of the era, they pointedly indicated buildings that were occupied by Chinese and Aboriginal people.41 Street addresses in Victoria were completely renumbered in 1907 so a conversion table had to be created to link old to new addresses, and street name changes had to be researched so the data could be shown on a modern map.

Spatializing information for 1881 and 1891 was more challenging because in 1881 street numbers had not been assigned and in both 1881 and 1891 enumerators did not record the civic addresses of the households they documented. Fortuitously, for 1891 we were able to determine
many civic addresses of people in the federal census by consulting the municipal check census. Although the check census collected much less information about each household, it did include addresses. We supplemented the check census with addresses from Williams’ Illustrated Official British Columbia Directory, compiled in autumn 1891 and published for 1892.42

We added property ownership records with the help of undergraduate student research assistants, who transcribed property tax records from large, leather-bound volumes in the City of Victoria Archives. These not only indicated the names of property owners and the assessed value of city lots, they also provided information about the location, dimensions, and legal descriptions of city properties. We linked that information to polygons on our historical, geo-referenced cadastre of Victoria.

To link the people enumerated in 1881 to their “time-space,” we first looked for matches between the census and the city directory compiled that year. The directory listed a street but no street number for heads of families and businesses.41 We then looked for matches between the 1881 census and the 1891 census, for which we had already derived addresses. Where we found matches of people living on the same street as they had a decade before, we attached them to the same address. For the households between known addresses, we used the knowledge that the enumerators proceeded systematically to place them in order on the block. Fire insurance plans from after 1885 gave us the addresses for those lots. Between the maps, the census, the directories, and the assessment roles, we mapped over 80 per cent of Victorians to their lots with a high degree of confidence, giving us an entirely new view of racial space in Victoria.

**CHALLENGES OF TRANSDISCIPLINARY RESEARCH**

While spatializing the data presented challenges that we have largely surmounted, spatializing the historians on the team and historicizing the geographers is an ongoing process. We have found ourselves negotiating the challenges of transgressive scholarship, most particularly between humanists attentive to particular places and fetishizing context and geographers anxious to compare spaces with a variety of methods and analytical tools, including statistical measures of diversity that are abstracted from context. Peta Mitchell has called our attention to the challenges of finding a common language in that space “where the disciplinary strata of geography and history abut and blur,”44 and it is true that we have each had to learn a new language to better communicate and new cultural practices.

Each member of our team has brought a skill and knowledge set to the project that has allowed for a scale and scope of conceptualization that exceeds the capacity of any given scholar. Still, the specialization meant that the geographers were much more skilled in using the tools of the GIS and the historians were quite hazy about what could and could not be accomplished. Likewise, the statistical measures of dispersion, density, and dissimilarity and the ability to use and critique them were much more in the repertoire of the geographers. The historians were located in Victoria and consequently were much more attuned to the particularities of place; they were also more immersed in different humanities literatures around race, space, and colonialism. A different and perhaps more
CONCLUSION

Where Peta Mitchell sees “the inescapable stratification of disciplinary ground,” we have found the little- or un-tilled spaces between the disciplines to be the most fertile places to put our attention, and the results seem to be rewarding the efforts. In his survey of the implications of GIS for history, David Bodenhamer offers a vision of “a unique post-modern scholarship, an alternate construction of the past that embraces multiplicity, simultaneity, complexity, and subjectivity.” This may be a heavier load than the marriage of history and geography can carry but we do see grounds for optimism. We are still finalizing the GIS and the discourse data and are poised to be able to answer a variety of questions we could not before, but already the results have surprised us in important ways.

We hope that we have lived up to Douglas Richardson’s recent invitation to show “how integrative digital technologies such as GIS might substantively or qualitatively impact scholarly research.” Our new research confirms the work of the pioneering scholars in this field, that Victoria and British Columbia were colonial spaces very much structured on a scaffolding of racist ideas constructed spatially and discursively in the late nineteenth century. Our contribution, we think, is to open up this black box of racism a little and ask how racism was expressed at different times and in one very crude but fundamental way, experienced in where people lived and who they lived with.

The pattern of racial space that emerges from the GIS time-lapse “snapshots” taken with each decennial census shows distinctive racial enclaves, shifting, growing, and

nuanced use of the tools might emerge if all the skills were in the hands of a single scholar or if we all got better at using the tools and sharing the disciplinary culture of the other.

One of the cultural differences is the conventional practice of counting scholarship and sharing credit. In the social sciences model of geography, the main measure of output is refereed journal articles, and an article in an edited collection is accorded little weight. In the humanities, chapters in edited collections carry the same credit as journal publications, and books are the ultimate gold standard. In the social sciences model, everyone with a significant involvement in building a project gets authorial credit for any of the outcomes of that project, their relative contribution indicated by how close or far they are from being “first author” or presenter. In the humanistic rituals, only those actually involved in writing a publication or conference presentation gets authorial credit, with the rest of the team getting an acknowledgment within the publication/presentation itself. We have adopted history’s disciplinary practice of contributing to edited collections and geography’s convention of sharing credit in the hope that there is lots of credit to share!

We have also taken a page from another discipline, ethnography, to overcome the cross-cultural barriers imposed by disciplinary practices. We have done some participant observation of the exotic other: the historians both enrolling in week-long intensive GIS courses; the geographers coming to Victoria to get local historical tours and to investigate the traditions of hospitality among historians. We read each other’s work from the project and beyond, and each of us has moved inexorably from a spot central to our disciplines to a location closer to the geohumanities.
shrinking. We have found striking differences in the history of the Indigenous people and the Chinese immigrants. The regime of racialized space occupied by Indigenous people reversed over the Victorian era, from one where a few whites had a foothold in an Aboriginal space to a situation in which a few Indigenous people had only the slimmest toehold in white space. The hybrid, private space of mixed marriages and inter-racial children that expanded in the 1860s was also practically gone by 1911, a reminder of Lefebvre’s injunction that social space is something we construct and which others construct about us. Space, as Doreen Massey says, “is always mobile, always changing, always open to revision, and potentially fragile. We are always creating, in other words, not just a space, a geography of our lives, but a time-space for our lives.”

Functionally, the Chinese immigrants replaced Indigenous people in many labour markets just as Chinatown, spatially, displaced the Indian Quarter. Unlike the Aboriginal population which mixed households with European settlers extensively in the mid-century, there are very few instances of households with Chinese and non-Chinese living together – with the exception of the many Chinese servants living in white households. At the level of intimate space, racial space was highly segregated when it comes to the Chinese. At the level of public space, however, we see something quite different. We have revealed a Chinatown that is at the opposite end of the scale from what the Forbidden City would suggest.

The results of the discourse study confounded. We expected to find lots of negative racialized references and, while we found some, when we looked for all the references to Chinese, and not just the negative ones, most of the discourse was not racialized one way or the other. Chinese merchants advertised their wares; white merchants advertised their exotic imports from China. News stories that mentioned Chinese tended to avoid racializing discourse. Editorial commentary, letters, and features, in the later years, tended to be where we saw racialized language more, but this was a minority of commentary, and, when the discourse was racialized, 15–20 per cent of it was positive. A full consideration of the discourse suggests that when Chinese entered the public sphere it was not as a demonized other but most often as a fellow resident, a neighbour, merchant, or labourer.

Testing the discourse analyses and GIS against each other shows a consistency between them. Both suggest a racially divided city but one whose divisions were more of a continuum, with more severe boundaries on the register of intermarriage and sexual intercourse, and much greater openness on the level of commercial intercourse, with a whole range of public and residential interactions in between. Joining the two approaches over a fifty-year time span opens a door into space-time, or, to use Mikhail Bakhtin’s term, into a “chronotope,” where “spatial and temporal indicators are fused into one carefully thought-out, concrete whole.” In such an analysis, “time, as it were, thickens, takes on flesh, becomes artistically visible; likewise space becomes charged and responsive to the movement of time, plot and history.” We can, like Rachel Whiteread’s House, “turn space inside out.”
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